Hemet Unified School District

Week of 5/25/2020

4th Grade

If a student has a 504 plan or receives mild/mod SAI services please
refer to the accommodations packet.

These and other resources are also available digitally on
the Hemetlearnstogether.org website

H.U.S.D. Elementary
Suggested Activity Chart
Approximate
Time
Before 9:00 a.m.
15 minutes
60 minutes
45 minutes
45 minutes
20 minutes
60 minutes
15 minutes
60 minutes
15 minutes

Suggested Activities & Resources
(Modify as needed based on your child’s needs)
☀ Start the day: Wake up, stretch, eat breakfast, and get ready for the day!

😅 Movement: Stretch, walk, dance, GoNoodle, play music, sing a song, etc.
📚
Academics: Complete one academic worksheet or activity, read a book,
use flashcards, write and illustrate
🎨
Creative Time: Play with Legos or magnets, draw, do a craft, play music,
cook or bake, or do another activity
🥪
Snack/Lunch: Don’t forget that you can “Grab and Go” lunch from school
between 11:00-12:00 each day! Check Hemetusd.org for updated locations.
🤫 Quiet Time: Read, do a puzzle, take a nap, or do another activity
📚
Academics: Complete one academic worksheet or activity, read a book,
use flashcards, write and illustrate
😅 Movement: Stretch, walk, dance, GoNoodle, play music, sing a song, etc.
📚
Academics: Complete one academic worksheet or activity, read a book,
use flashcards, write and illustrate
🧠
Brain Break: Walk the dog, ride a bike or skateboard, play outside, bounce
a ball, jumprope, or do another activity
Explore additional activities at HemetLearnsTogether.org

#HemetLearnsTogether

At Home Activities (ELA, Math, ELD)

Use notebook paper to complete these activities. Do one each day!
Follow a recipe
to bake or
make a meal.
Make a menu
with your item
illustrated, listing
the ingredients
and directions
on how to
make it.

Go-Maku: Play a
five in a row
game.

Take a picture of
something close
up. Create an
illustration and
trade it with a
friend. Write
about it. What is
it? What is it used
for?

Look at an online Journal: You are
Math Games:
add from a
in the middle of
Play Dominos,
supermarket.
history in the
Checkers, Boggle,
Write down what
making. Journal
Uno, or War.
you buy if you
what you do, see, These games can
had $100.00. Now
hear, and feel.
be modified and
search another
You may end up
made with
add and
publishing a book. household items.
compare prices.
Think about the
Get creative!
Which store has a
“Diary of Anne
better deal on
Frank.”
items?

Make your own
Write a letter to or
make a poster for activity chart and
send the ideas to
the Doctors,
the website:
Nurses, First
Hemetlearnstogether.org
Responders,
Teachers, Grocery We may use your
ideas in the future.
Workers and
thank them for
their service.

Plant a garden.
Design your
space. Will it be
a window
garden? An
above ground
box garden? An
egg carton
kitchen garden?

Make your own
board game. Use
items like coins,
thimbles, toy cars
to move around
the board. Make
cards that give
directions to
players as to how
many spaces they
can move. Use
dice, number
cards, etc.

Build a 5-digit number from the parts
Grade 4 Place Value Worksheet
Example:

71,836 = 70,000 + 1,000 + 800 + 30 + 6

Write the 5-digit numbers
1.

30,000 + 8,000 + 500 + 30 + 2

2.

50,000 + 3,000 + 500 + 10 + 9

3.

80,000 + 3,000 + 5

4.

70,000 + 7,000 + 100 + 60 + 2

5.

40,000 + 500 + 80

6.

40,000 + 3,000 + 100 + 70 + 3

7.

40,000 + 1,000 + 700 + 40 + 1

8.

90,000 + 4,000 + 200 + 80 + 9

9.

90,000 + 1,000 + 600 + 70

10.

40,000 + 9,000 + 900 + 2

Online reading & math for K-5

© www.k5learning.com

Build a 5-digit number from the parts
Grade 4 Place Value Worksheet
Example:

71,836 = 70,000 + 1,000 + 800 + 30 + 6

Write the 5-digit numbers
1.

70,000 + 1,000 + 100 + 40 + 6

2.

40,000 + 4,000 + 400 + 20 + 6

3.

60,000 + 8,000 + 200 + 10 + 4

4.

50,000 + 5,000 + 800 + 9

5.

60,000 + 4,000 + 200 + 50 + 6

6.

80,000 + 4,000 + 300 + 10 + 6

7.

70,000 + 2,000 + 400 + 90 + 8

8.

30,000 + 1,000 + 700 + 30 + 2

9.

30,000 + 3,000 + 700 + 30 + 9

10.

40,000 + 4,000 + 900 + 40 + 5

Online reading & math for K-5

© www.k5learning.com

Find the missing place value from a 4-digit number
Grade 4 Place Value Worksheet
Find the missing numbers:

1)

2 + 600 + _____ + 80 = 4,682

2)

5 + _____ + 200 + 80 = 7,285

3)

20 + 3 + 700 + _____ = 1,723

4)

3 + 2,000 + _____ + 10 = 2,113

5)

_____ + 7,000 + 700 + 20 = 7,722

6)

5 + 5,000 + _____ + 60 = 5,365

7)

4 + 60 + 300 + _____ = 5,364

8)

0 + 80 + _____ + 4 = 1,084

9)

0 + 8,000 + _____ + 30 = 8,830

10)

8 + _____ + 700 + 6,000 = 6,758

11)

_____ + 60 + 3,000 + 8 = 3,268

12)

2 + 50 + 200 + _____ = 6,252

13)

8,000 + _____ + 30 + 5 = 8,535

14)

8 + 0 + _____ + 30 = 4,038

15)

0 + _____ + 200 + 1,000 = 1,210

16)

100 + 70 + 7,000 + _____ = 7,172

Online reading & math for K-5

www.k5learning.com

Find the missing place value from a 4-digit number
Grade 4 Place Value Worksheet
Find the missing numbers:

1)

7,000 + 600 + 60 + _____ = 7,668

2)

7 + 90 + 800 + _____ = 4,897

3)

_____ + 60 + 1,000 + 8 = 1,968

4)

40 + 1 + _____ + 4,000 = 4,241

5)

4 + _____ + 2,000 + 0 = 2,304

6)

3,000 + 300 + 30 + _____ = 3,335

7)

_____ + 10 + 1,000 + 1 = 1,511

8)

7 + 30 + _____ + 6,000 = 6,737

9)

_____ + 60 + 900 + 8,000 = 8,963

10)

9 + _____ + 0 + 90 = 6,099

11)

1 + 0 + _____ + 3,000 = 3,601

12)

4,000 + _____ + 80 + 2 = 4,782

13)

40 + 2 + _____ + 8,000 = 8,242

14)

3 + 0 + _____ + 2,000 = 2,603

15)

500 + 50 + _____ + 4 = 7,554

16)

1,000 + 300 + 10 + _____ = 1,314

Online reading & math for K-5

www.k5learning.com

Comparing numbers up to 1 million
Grade 4 Place Value Worksheet
Example:

4,836 > 2,835

Compare the numbers. Add: > or < or =
1.

964,494

467,040

2.

728,712

782,491

3.

354,568

366,031

4.

469,548

186,363

5.

310,516

653,999

6.

501,143

985,894

7.

502,062

14,589

8.

607,636

213,837

9.

890,288

908,513

10.

47,543

11.

432,707

761,601

12.

858,723

89,851

13.

534,138

453,065

14.

597,841

955,165

15.

805,957

840,024

16.

171,082

324,359

17.

365,415

245,532

18.

192,433

507,034

Reading and Math for K-5

360,857

© www.k5learning.com

Writing: Justify an Opinion
You are going to write at least one paragraph in English
about an important issue.
● Think about what you will write before you begin writing.
● State your opinion clearly and give two or more reasons to
support your opinion.
● The paragraph should include at least three complete
sentences.
● Check your writing for correct grammar, capital letters,
punctuation, and spelling.
● Do not write outside the box. Please write neatly.

Next year, students get to vote on where they want to go on
a class trip. Where do you think your class should go on a
field trip? Write at least one paragraph in support of your
opinion to give to your teacher. Make sure you write at
least three sentences and include your opinion and
supporting reasons.

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Tell a Narrative
Use ALL the pictures to tell the story to a family
member. Remember to include details and clear
language.
Optional sentence starters:
● In the first picture,... Next,... After that,... In the
end,…
● First and foremost,... Secondly…,... Suddenly,...
Lastly,...

Bird Man

Bird Man

Winging It
Who?! Felix Baumgartner, 34, is not Superman. He's a stuntman from Austria, a country in
Europe. In July of 2003, Felix made history. He became the first person to fly across the
English Channel without an aircraft. The English Channel is a body of water that separates
England from France.
"I felt like a bird," he said.
First, Felix rode in an airplane to 30,000 feet over the coast of England. That is higher than
Mount Everest, the world's highest peak. Then he jumped out.
Felix wore a special suit. He had gliding wings strapped to his back. The wings helped him
ride the wind while dropping through the clouds. He also carried oxygen with him to help him
breathe. The air that high up is very thin.
Felix took 14 minutes to glide 21 miles across the English Channel. He flew as fast as 217
miles per hour.
When Felix got close to the ground in France, he used a parachute to make a safe landing.
"It's exactly 100 years ago that the Wright brothers were doing the first flight with a plane,"
Felix said. "And now I'm here, with my little wing."
Let's face it. People are not made to fly. We don't have wings. And humans have dense bones
that weigh us down. Our small shoulder muscles don't allow us to flap our arms fast enough
to lift us off the ground.
Gravity always wins. That is, unless you are Jari Kuosma. He is known as the world's best sky
flier. Kuosma even has a nickname.
Call him "Bird Man."
Kuosma is a sky diver in DeLand, Florida. He jumps out of planes for fun. He has designed a
"wing suit" that gives him the sensation of swooping.
ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2009 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission.Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.

Bird Man

When he is not soaring through the air, Bird Man's wing suit looks kind of odd. There are
bright red flaps hanging from both his armpits and between his legs.
After jumping, Bird Man spreads his arms and legs. The red fabric unfurls and catches air like
a parachute. The wings increase his surface area and slow his drop speed. From the ground,
Bird Man looks like he's floating.
Regular sky divers fall to Earth at about 120 miles per hour (mph). They can plummet 10,500
feet in about one minute.
With his special suit, Bird Man takes about three minutes to fall the same distance. He falls at
slower than 40 mph. The design of his suit also allows him to "steer" somewhat.
"It's an incredible experience," Bird Man says. "You pick a spot, like a canyon between two
clouds, and you fly there. You can play with your own shadow against the cloud."
(The wing suit might seem familiar to movie fans. Angelina Jolie wore one of the suits in the
movie Lara Croft Tomb Raider.)
Humans have always dreamed of soaring like birds. But it has been a dangerous dream. Sky
divers have been trying to fly with fake wings since the 1920s. From 1930 to the early 1960s,
72 out of 75 people died trying.
Bird Man's suit has an excellent safety record. But even with his suit on, Bird Man falls much
too fast to make a safe landing. He pulls a ripcord and opens a parachute for a soft landing.
One day, Bird Man hopes to land with no parachute. Until then, he'll just have fun flying like a
bird.

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2009 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission.Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.

Bird Man - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. Why did Felix Baumgartner have to carry oxygen when he flew across the English
Channel?
A. because he was flying in such thin air that he needed help breathing
B. because he was in the air for 14 minutes and he couldn't hold his breath that long
C. because his special suit with gliding wings needed extra air to fly
D. because he needed to breathe more deeply since he was flying across the English
Channel

2. Which of the following best describes the structure of this text?
A. The author describes Jari Kuosma's hobby as a skydiver.
B. The author sets forth in detail the record-breaking flight across the English Channel of
Felix Baumgartner.
C. The author describes Felix Baumgartner's flight across the English Channel, then
writes about how Jari Kuosma flies when he jumps from planes.
D. The author tells about the similarities and differences between the flying stunts of
Felix Baumgartner and Jari Kuosma.

3. It can be inferred from the passage that
A. most skydivers have tried to set the record for flying across the English Channel
without an aircraft
B. most skydivers understand that skydiving is extremely risky and they try to be very
careful
C. most skydivers fall to Earth slower than Bird Man
D. most skydivers do not wear the same kinds of special suits as those worn by Felix
Baumgartner and Jari Kuosma

4. Read the following sentence:
"When he is not soaring through the air, Bird Man's wing suit looks kind of odd."
As used in this sentence, soaring means
A. flying at a great height
B. flowing extremely rapidly
C. getting bigger quickly
D. hurting very badly
ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Bird Man - Comprehension Questions

5. What would be another good title for this passage?
A. Gliding Across the English Channel
B. Almost Flying
C. The First Flight Ever
D. Jari's Wing Suit

6. Why does the author say that trying to fly like a bird is a "dangerous dream"?

7. What word would the author most likely use to describe Felix Baumgarten and Jari
Kuosma?

8. The question below is an incomplete sentence. Choose the word that best completes
the sentence.
Bird Man loves the feeling of flying ____________ he jumps out of planes wearing a
special suit that makes him feel like he is swooping.
A. before
B. so
C. because
D. but

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

The U.S.S. Thompson

The U.S.S. Thompson
by W.M. Akers

A boy can have a lot of fun on an aircraft carrier. Harvey had been waiting for this trip for months, ever
since his dad first asked him what he wanted to do for his birthday, and now that it was finally here he
could hardly contain his excitement. He didn't even know where to start. There were plenty of planes to
look at-fighter jets from the United States and Great Britain and France and Japan and Israel and
everywhere else-but on a ship the size of the U.S.S. Thompson, there is much more to do than look at
planes.
For one thing, there's a space shuttle. When NASA stopped using the great big shuttles to fly astronauts
into space, the government sent one of them to live on the Thompson. It was the biggest attraction on
board the aircraft carrier, but it also had the biggest line, and Harvey did not have time to wait. There was
too much to see!
"What do you think, Dad?" he asked. "Should we start on the deck?"
"Sure," said Harvey's dad. "The program said they have a Spitfire on display this summer." A Spitfire is an
old British plane from World War II. It has a propeller, rounded wings and just one seat. Harvey knew all
about Spitfires. Harvey knew all about planes.
"Orrrrrrrrr," said Harvey, consulting the map of the ship, "we could go look around the engine room. The
engines on the Thompson are about as big as engines can get."
"Sure. That sounds like a blast."
ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

The U.S.S. Thompson

"Wait wait wait! If we go to the armory, we can look at the machines they used to load the big guns."
"Okay, let's go to the armory."
"Ooh! Or maybe we should go to the bridge. We can see the whole ship from there!"
"I've got an idea. Let's start with the galley."
"The mess hall! Are you crazy, dad? Why would we go to some boring old cafeteria when there are all
these rooms and planes?" His dad started laughing, and Harvey realized he had been kidding. Nobody
wanted to visit the mess hall.
"We can see it all, kiddo. We've got plenty of time."
Two hours later, Harvey and his father had been all over the great big ship. They had seen the deck, the
armory, the engine room and everything else. They went onto the bridge, and climbed all the way up the
conning tower. From there, they could see all the way down the river, to the cruise ships and freighters
pulling in and out of the bay.
"Those cruise ships are pretty big," said Harvey's dad.
"Pfft," said Harvey. "Not as big as the Thompson. And I bet they don't even have a Spitfire."
The Spitfire was the highlight. Its machine guns were still attached, though of course they didn't have any
ammunition in them. As he looked at the seventy-year-old airplane, Harvey realized it was as old as his
grandfather. It wasn't hard to imagine himself sitting in the cockpit, flying over the English countryside, with
nothing above him but bright, blue sky.
"That," he informed his father, "is a pretty cool plane. Now where do we go?"
"I have bad news."
"Oh no. What?"
"Look at the map. We've seen it all. There's only one place left to go."
"Oh, crud," said Harvey. "The mess hall."
Harvey and his dad walked silently down the massive halls of the great ship, dreading the boredom of the
mess hall. Harvey had seen cafeterias before. He ate in one every day. The food was the same in every
cafeteria on land and at sea. What was the point in seeing where sailors fixed their tater tots?
"Oh well," he said as they turned into the mess. "If our only option is to leave the Thompson, I guess we
can spend a few minutes looking at...the biggest cafeteria I've ever seen!"
It was gigantic, a great long hall filled with gleaming tables, all decorated in a cowboy theme. On one end
was the window to the kitchen, which Harvey raced to see. How could they have possibly made enough
food for this many people?
ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

The U.S.S. Thompson

"Wow, dad!" he shouted. "Look at that pot! It's the size of Mom's car!"
"That's the biggest pot I've ever seen," said Dad, undeniably impressed.
"I wonder how many potatoes you could fit in there," said Harvey.
"About 600 pounds," said a voice behind them. A wrinkled old man stood, looking through the glass at the
gleaming kitchen equipment.
"Who are you?" asked Harvey.
"Ship's cook, third class, Rex Phillips," he said.
"Nice to meet you," said Harvey's dad. "Did you serve on the Thompson?"
"I did," said Rex. "Right here. I can tell you, we didn't always keep it so clean."
"Do you...do you want to tell us about it?" asked Harvey.
The old man's eyes lit up, and he smiled as he began to speak. He worked at a hamburger stand before
he joined the Navy, he said, and when it came time for assignments aboard the ship, he was assigned to
work in the galley.
"Mostly it was peeling potatoes," he said. "I got so I could peel a potato inside of ten seconds, toss it in
that pot, and move on to the next one. When we were going good, we could serve up to 10,000 meals a
day."
When he finished telling them about life in the galley, Rex took Harvey and his father back through the
ship, telling them all sorts of things that they hadn't learned on their tour. By the time he finished, Harvey
knew everything there was to know about the U.S.S. Thompson. It was a perfect birthday. Not only did he
get to go on an aircraft carrier-he got to tour it twice!

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

The U.S.S. Thompson - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What is the U.S.S. Thompson?
A. a type of ship known as an aircraft carrier
B. a type of airplane with a propeller and rounded wings
C. a type of pot that can hold about 600 pounds of potatoes
D. a type of engine so big that it needs its own room

2. Where does this story take place?
A. in the English countryside
B. at an old hamburger stand
C. inside a fighter jet from World War II
D. on board the U.S.S.Thompson

3. There is a lot to look at on the U.S.S. Thompson.
What evidence from the story supports this statement?
A. Harvey expects the mess hall on the U.S.S. Thompson to be a boring old cafeteria.
B. The U.S.S. Thompson has planes, a space shuttle, and an armory on board.
C. The machine guns attached to the Spitfire do not have any ammunition in them.
D. Rex Phillips worked at a hamburger stand before he joined the Navy.

4. How do Harvey's feelings about the galley change when he visits it?
A. He becomes more afraid of it.
B. He becomes less afraid of it.
C. He becomes more interested in it.
D. He becomes less interested in it.

5. What is this story mainly about?
A. the shuttles that NASA once used to fly astronauts into space
B. fighter jets from the United States, Great Britain, and France
C. a boy who visits an aircraft carrier with his father
D. a cook who can peel a potato in fewer than ten seconds

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

The U.S.S. Thompson - Comprehension Questions

6. Read the following sentences: "Not only did he get to go on an aircraft carrier-he got
to tour it twice!"
What does tour mean in the sentence above?
A. to travel around somewhere
B. to get lost in a new place
C. to fly in a plane for the first time
D. to move something from one place to another

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.
Harvey is not interested in the galley at first; _______ he becomes more interested in it.
A. for example
B. especially
C. particularly
D. later on

8. What is a Spitfire?

9. What is Harvey's opinion of the Spitfire? Support your answer with evidence from the
story.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

The U.S.S. Thompson - Comprehension Questions

10. What does Harvey like most about his visit to the U.S.S. Thompson? Support your
answer with evidence from the story.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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